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With BigID, APRA entities can:

- Discover & classify sensitive, personal, or regulated data
- Proactively monitor data quality
- Reduce exposure and mitigate data risk
- Detect vulnerable data
- Orchestrate data remediation & retention
- Meet compliance mandates
- Document the flow of data

---

Download the solution brief today!

www.bigid.com
Every day you’re 🟢Safer with Google

We keep more people 🛡️safe online than anyone else in the world.

- **3B+** accounts automatically delete their data older than 18 months
- **125B** installed apps scanned for malware every day
- **300M+** Privacy Checkups were taken in 2021
- **1.5B** inboxes protected from 99.9% of spam, phishing, and malware

**Utilising Privacy Preserving Technologies**

Privacy Preserving Technologies (PPTs) are protocols, processes, and protections built-in at a technical level to help safeguard individual privacy and enhance data protection.

Through the use of PPTs, companies, researchers, and governments can develop meaningful, useful insights and services while protecting individual privacy. PPTs such as Google’s Open Source Differential Privacy, Private Join and Compute, and Federated Learning are world-class data minimisation and anonymisation tools already used in a range of Google products every day.

These technologies can lead to groundbreaking medical research, powerful analysis of financial markets, improvements to everyday apps, and more. For example, hospitals could safely share patient data with medical researchers to measure the efficacy of a new diabetes drug. By bringing multiple datasets together through advanced anonymisation and aggregation technologies, researchers may arrive at results much faster, without revealing any private information about a specific individual.

- **Differential Privacy**: Advanced anonymisation technology that delivers insights from data while protecting people’s anonymity.
- **Private Join and Compute**: A cryptographic protocol to help multiple organisations run aggregated computations on shared, sensitive data without revealing that data across organisations.
- **Federated Learning**: A data minimisation technology that trains machine learning models, without any raw data leaving your device.

Choose what privacy settings are right for you at g.co/PrivacyCheckup
If you want your customer’s trust, use a trusted advisor.

IIS Partners.

iispartners.com/identity-management

We help move our clients from compliance to performance with people-centric, innovative privacy and security advice, assuring customer trust.

contact@iispartners.com, +61 2 8303 2438
iispartners.com
Protect customer privacy – and your business

Be sure you're compliant with all privacy regulations by automatically detecting data that needs to be protected and handling it properly with RecordPoint.

Know your data is complete and compliant
Manage privacy efficiently across hundreds of data sources and be confident you're protecting your customers – and your organisation.

Protect personal information across all data
Accurately and consistently classify and destroy information based on privacy metadata.

Understand and contain breaches faster
Quickly assess the breadth and effect of any breach that occurs so you can resolve it fast.

Consistently showcase your privacy and security posture
Using the RecordPoint platform, you can respond swiftly to Freedom of Information, DSAR and other requests with high-value, accurate information.

About RecordPoint
Be the company your customers can trust with their data
RecordPoint is the Data Trust Platform, giving highly-regulated organisations a competitive edge with safer, more secure, better managed data. The platform brings calm to the chaotic world of data, letting organisations discover, govern, and control their data for tighter compliance, more efficiency, and less risk. Businesses can trust that their data is accurate, private, and safe everywhere, all the time, for consistent confidence that's backed by RecordPoint expertise and support.
We help you think about privacy as more than just compliance

Privacy

Privacy is a global issue. As a market leader in data protection and privacy, we help clients navigate and balance the changing global regulatory landscape, their business needs and ethical data handling expectations.

How Deloitte can help

Deloitte works with clients to answer questions that matter the most, including:

- How can we unlock the value of the data we hold?
- How do we build trust with our customers?
- How can we demonstrate effective compliance?
- How should we manage breaches and notifications?
- How can we uplift our privacy capabilities?

Deloitte offers a tested and comprehensive suite of end-to-end privacy services to help our clients transform and maintain their management of regulatory and operational challenges.

We provide compliance gap and maturity assessments, data breach response and management, data lifecycle mapping and support to develop and improve privacy policies, standards and procedures.

Our Key Differentiators

- Embedding Privacy by Design into organisational change initiatives, building practical privacy requirements, controls and ongoing advice
- Privacy Impact Assessment as a Service (PIAaaS) reduce effort, cost and time for your Privacy Impact Assessment processes and free organisational capacity
- Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs), using quantum-secure data collaboration protocols
- Privacy Transformation expertise to define and deliver on best practice privacy future state across the information lifecycle
- Alliance programs with globally-renowned vendors enable Deloitte to deliver technology to enhance operational efficiencies and outcomes.

Our Thought Leadership

Our Australian Privacy Index is an annual thought leadership piece produced to offer industry insights and deep-dive into consumer sentiment.

Our Deloitte Insights articles are our regular updates on industry-wide trends, strategic directions and lessons learned in the cyber risk and data protection space.

Our Privacy Practice in Australia

Privacy enhancing technologies and tools to automate and scale controls

Global networks with a strong presence across the APAC region to leverage and provide insight

Certified IAPP trainers for Australian clients, covering international privacy courses

Industry insights trends, benchmarks and better practices
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